
Lightning Warfare 
Tim Sheets

Hear the Word of the Lord: 

“I will move through My ekklesias and I will move through My triumphant remnant 
in sudden, energetic, concerted efforts to accomplish the wisdom plans for this 
season. I will lead My remnant warriors, implementing lightning warfare. I will 
lead you to strike like lightning.  

My Kingdom will now move rapidly with overwhelming force. Rapid strikes will 
break through enemy defenses, disorienting and dislocating them. Swift victories 
will be seen.  

I will call you to sudden advances that will throw hell’s kingdom out of balance, 
interrupting their plans and resulting in quick defeats.  

My ekklesias will suddenly invade enemy positions, causing the disruption and 
the scattering of systems of evil. Multiple surprise moves will now be 
implemented in regions, in territories, in nations, and in this city (Washington, 
D.C.) as My ekklesia emboldens its stands.  

Hell will not see it coming,” says the Lord. “Their arrogance has them blind. And 
yes, their human partners will also not see it coming. Their arrogance, self-
righteousness, pride, and filth justification has them blind.” 

The Lord says, “Swift, strategic maneuvers are activating through My ekklesia to 
scatter lewd pollutions of My identity for male and for female. The demonic prince 
of perversion promoting doctrines of transgender will be struck suddenly, 
repeatedly, and boldly by My powerful advancing Kingdom and by My angel 
armies. Truth will be their shield and their buckler. Just as surely as Sodom and 
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Gomorrah were destroyed for perverting my identity for men and women, so will 
the demon doctrines of blind leaders of the blind now be shattered. Original 
intent,” says the Lord. “Original intent,” says the Lord. “Original identity and order 
will be proclaimed,” says the Lord.  

“A rapid strike, a sudden, energetic, concerted effort will now push for Me and 
push for My ways. Boardrooms will change. Corporate leaders will change or 
they will be changed. Government leaders will change or they will be changed. 
Corporate identities will change.  

A sudden strike, led by unique leaders that I have ordained for the cause, are 
now advancing into positions of great authority. My ekklesia’s voice is rising to 
sound out My Words. Angels are activating to tear down the strongholds of evil 
that are polluting the coming generations. My enemies, the enemies of My heirs, 
will now become unbalanced and they will be unnerved. They will stagger at the 
blitzkrieg of truth and of righteousness that is now accelerating and swift victories 
will now be seen. Swift turnarounds will be seen.  

For I have great harvest in those who have been misled and confused by demon 
occupied minds. My truth will free them. My truth will reorder real identity, real 
meaning, real purpose will rise in them. For My love is set upon them. I will free 
multitudes from the lies.  

I have sons and daughters trapped in the confusion and I will now redeem them. 
I have prodigal sons and daughters to free. I have champions whose identity I will 
restore.  
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I am moving to change battlefronts, activating and overwhelming My power to 
bring about forceful change. I will disorient the confusers. I will now dislocate the 
positioning of spreaders of perversion. Their influence will fade and their voice 
will fester in their evil infections.”  

The Lord says, “I am targeting kingpins of great influence, who as Pharaoh of 
old, have turned their hearts against me. Ekklesia, assisted by angel armies, will 
target them to remove their influence and release leaders who have not resisted 
My ways. For the blitz push of My ekklesia includes concerted, fast-moving 
efforts to remove the influence of evil kingpins.” 

The Lord of Hosts declares, “The warfare for earth will now intensify. But you will 
experience swift turnarounds as you release My authority into your regions, your 
states, and your nation. Lightning warfare, quick strikes, rapid response against 
evil that once enjoyed passivity’s stupor will now surely feel the blitzkrieg.  

The world will now see a different church. A ruling and reigning with Me church. A 
church that strikes hell’s aggression with their own aggression and lightning 
strike speed. They will change the culture. When culture pushes them, My 
ekklesia will now push back. When government pushes, My ekklesia will now 
push back. When big tech pushes, they will push back. When education pushes, 
they will push back.  

You are living in a historic moment. A hinge moment. And the blitzkrieg will now 
forcefully push against the adversary and strike it with My power.”
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